
Curvature of
Plane Curves



Suppose we have a curve a:eR"
parametrized by arclength.

Definition. If A: IRIsIR" is the
en

linear map "rotate by+*"given by
Ax =(8 ]/*]:(), we let itAX.

Dention. The unit tangent vector
TIs) =a(s). The unitnormal vector

N(s) =T(s)
N(s) N(s)

Ts)entere
T(s)



Dention. The Gauss curvature of (s)

is defined by KI(s)==[2"(s),N(s)).

R - ,
positive zero curvature negative
curvature curvature

Example. Circle of radiusa
I

a
C

cow parametrization. V ⑳

-(s) =(acos(), a sin (a)). 7

I'(s) =(-sin(), cos(2)).
2"(s) =(- Ecos(), - *sin(a)).

T(s) =I (s) =(-sin (E), cos(a)).
N(s) =T(s)=(-cos(a), -sin())

KICs) =["(s),N(s)) = +costsin
=.



Example. Circle of radius as ↓

- a

ow parametrization. ⑳

E(s) =(acos)-), a sin (-)).
↳

I'(s)=(-sin(-), -cos(-)).
2"(s) =(- Ecos(), - *sin(s)).

T(s) =I (s) =(-sin(-), -cos(-))
N(s) =T(s)=(#cos(),*sin(-))

KICs) =("(s),N(s)) = = Ecos?) -sin"-)
=

-.

Proposition. IfE3(s) =21-s), k(s) =-xE(s).

Roof. We just compute:

B'(s) =- 2"(-s), B"(s) =+ a") -5),
TP(s) =-TY(s), N(s) = - NY(s),
kE(s) =(55"(s), NP(s))

=("(s),-NC(s)) = -kI(s).



Proposition. If It) is a regular

parametrization, then

KICt)=t)*)
('(t),"'It))"

Prof. We know there exists some

function tis) so that It(s)) is

arclength parametrized. Further,

t(s) =E) :El
Now

(t(s)) =
I'(t(s)). t(s) =T( t(s))

so

N(t(s)) =T(t(s))
t
=
2'(t(s)). t(s)
&
It is a linear maps
so the scalar tils)
comes out

<It(s)) =I "(t(s)). t(s)" +"(t(s)).t"(s)
&
productrule for scalar multiplication



Now that we're done differentiating,
" Il

we'll stop writing "Hs)"andjust writet.

k1(t) =7 (t), N(t)
= (="(t).(t')- I'(t) t",I'lt*t))

ne
these are orthogonal!

=("(t),'lt). (t)
&
-=Ttll
-



a

Example. Ellipse IEA L

-

b S

7

I
↑ a

f

& It) =( acost, bsint)

-'It) = (-asint, bcost)

I'(t)t= (-bcost, -asint)

& "It) =( - a cost-bint)

k=(t) =((t)+)=-
>'t), 'it))"(asin't+b"cost)*

so k=(0) =((π) =a=
k
=
(*) =x=(3) =a=

Note: if b =a, this reduces
to our

previous calculation
for circle.



↳mma. If [It),wit are
unit vectors

in IR2 with [[(t), wlt))
=

0 for allt,

(V,w) = = (,w)
Ss) =0

(ww)
=0.

Proof. All of these come from the

product rule. (It),WID)
=0 for all t, so

0 =((t),WIt))
=('It),WIt)) +(vIt), w'(t)>

Further, because [It) is a unit vector

for all t, (VIt),v(t)) =1 for all t,

0 = (ult),vltK
= 2 [V'(t),v(t)).

The proof that (wiw) =0 is similar.



edition. The orthogonal group

O(n) =GAcMatixl A =A
*

3
and the special orthogonal group
SO(n) =GAt O(n) /det A =13.

We think of O(n) as "orthonormal
bases"and SO(n) as "positively oriented
orthonormal bases."

Proposition. If alt) is a regular plane
curve, F(t)= /Fit) vit] =SOC2).
Roof. TIt) is a unit vector, so

T(t) =(cos Olt), sinO(t)) for some Olt).

~ (t) =T(t)
t
= (-sin&lt), cost (t)). So

FTF =IYE](its vie]=(1] =E,↳
and det F =cos(t) r sin 0 (t) =1. I



Definition. If Ils) is an arclength
parametrized curve in IR? we call

the map FIs)
=[Tissvss] the Ernet

frame and note F: IR- SO(2).
-

I

Proposition. In this case,

T'(s) = kIs)N(s)

N'(s) = - kI(s)T(s)

/we call these the Frenet equins.C
Proof. TN is an orthonormal basis, so

T' =T;T)T +/TiN>N =KN
ne -

=0(lemma) = k(defn)

N =[N!TT +<N!N)N=- =T.
e e

--N,TY (lemmal
=0 (lemma). #,

= - k=(defn)



Note that the Frenet equations imply

FTF=[][] =[i]
Proption. If F: IR-O(n), then

F =FS where S-S (S is skew-symmetric).

Roof. Set S =FTF. Then

FS=F FTF =F'.
W

L =I b/c F is in SO(n)
Now FFT:I for allt so

0 =FFT =F'FT +F(FT)' =S +F(FT)!

Since FThas the samecoordinate functions

as F (justwritten in differentplaces in
the grid), (FT)=(FY? Thus

FIFY' =F(FY =(FFT=S
We now have 5+ST=0.

1,



But what
I

Gauss curvature?

N(S) ⑰
->

-
Assume ICs) is parametrical by

arclength, andconsider NIs) sweeping
back and forth around the unit circle,
parametrized cow by G.

do
= (N!Nt ut-

dS

=( - x
=T,(T+)+) ·
N

M Ni

Frenetequations

*

defn
OF N

=k1( -T,-)
& I rotates byM2, so it rotates byt=K= .



Dition. If I is a regular closed
curve in

IRwith length 1, then

we call Jie(s) as the total curvature.--

Definition. Aregular motopy is a

map 2: Stx [0,1]-IR2 so
that for

each fixed to, als,tol is a regular
parametrization of a curve in IR.

We say I joins als,0) and 2/s,
A).

199,



Frem. If so and at are regular closed

joined by a regular homotopy,curves s

they have thesame total curvature.

⑩roof. Since total curvature doesn't

change under scaling or reparametrization,
we may assume all als,tol

have length2
and 2: Stx[0,1]-IR2 has s as an

arclength parameter on each curve.-

Consider
t

·
anddefine a vector field

I =(<Ns,NY, [Nz,NY)



Now we recall Green's hem,

S Valength =S)/xY dArea
2 R

whereif=(F, g), 1xY=gs-Ft.
We compute
-xY=<NeNYs-[Ns,Nt

=N++[Ne,Nst)
M

mixed partials
commute

-Nt-<N,NsY
Now (N,NS=1, so (Ns,N) =0 and

<Nt,N) =0. But N,N are an orthonormal

basis for R, so this implies N, and Nt
are colinear-both are multiples of Nt

Thus [NsNet: <Nt,Nst =0.



By Green's theorem, we now have

0 =Sdlength
2

=((s,d,(1,0ds +(txt),(0,1))ot
↑

-.Cs,A. (1a) as - Frat).(a,A))dt
0

↑
the curves are

closed, so=*KI(s ds-(1) ds, Ico,t)=Vlt)
which completes the proof

⑪



If you took
3500/3510:

For a single corve, we have

St i Si

-

d8=length
Total curvature =(NYd18. 1

- form

For a homotopy between curves

- SA
N

-
-

-

A
-
a
-

-

- -
- -

r

S*x[0,1] de=length
deth of boundary 1-form
↓S ~olo-N*do isastentdolS*x513

~

↓non-formsStokesthereadst
=NY060)) =(NYC0) =0.S
↑ *x[0,1] S4x10,1]

pullback and a commute



Whitney-Gstein them.

Every regular closedplane curve has
total curvature 24, where n = 1

and is regularly homotopic to

1)an n-covered circle, if no

2) the figure & curve, if n =0.

Proof. Alas, beyond scope of this class!

Example.

&8888


